About TAC
Tama Academic Consortium (TAC) is

TAC
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Guide

a university consortium formed by six
universities in the Tama area.

Interlibrary access of the member
libraries has been conducted, and
students and regular faculty members
of the member universities can freely
use the six university libraries.
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Ordering a book you wish to
borrow (TLL Service)

Return

You can directly visit the member
university libraries and read and

You can order and borrow a book

member library you visited can be

borrow books. You do not need to

from a member library through the

returned to your university’s library.

make preliminary contacts with or

library of the university you belong

However, please make sure to

apply for the library. Please bring your

to. You can cross-search the books

return the books borrowed through

student ID card with you and directly

in the member libraries using

the TLL Service (ordered books) to

visit the library. A library card will be

Comprehensive Search (TACOPAC)

your university’s library.

issued at the counter of the library you

in the TAC library’s website. Please

Sharing and use of database

visit. When visiting a library, please

go through the ordering procedure

You can use the database for which

check the opening days and hours in

at your university’s library.

the member library you visit has

each library’s website.

The books you borrowed from the

concluded a contract. The
database that you can use is limited
to the ones listed on the List of the
TAC Library Shared Databases on
the TAC library’s website. For using
the database, please observe the
rules of the library you visit.

Introduction of TAC Libraries

Kunitachi College of Music
Library

International Christian
University Library

Tsuda University Library

5-5-1, Kashiwa-cho, Tachikawa-shi,

10-2, Osawa 3-chome, Mitaka-shi,

2-1-1 Tsuda-machi,Kodaira-shi,

Tokyo 190-8520, Japan

Tokyo 181-8585, Japan

Tokyo 187-8577,Japan

Our library widely collects music-related materials.

The building you will see on the right of a

Except for the Treasure Room and the

・Music-related books: The library has Western

church after walking through the long row of

private collection, the entire library is in the

music history, music aesthetics, and music enter-

cherry blossom trees is the ICU Library. It

open-stack system. After registering the use

tainment in Japan and Asia.

has the structure of buildings directly

at the circulation counter, you can pick up

・Musical scores: Scores for performance as well

connected to each other and the entrance is

and choose reference books in the reading

as the complete works of composers and series

on the side of the white building on the

room as well as books, magazines, and

of scores that are essential for research, and

back. Christianity-related books and books

newspapers by freely entering the book

facsimiles of autograph scores are lined up.

of all fields have been widely collected.

storerooms on the first to fifth floor. With

・Music-related magazines: Basic academic

About half of these books are in the auto-

regard to Japanese books and Western

journals have been collected.

matic library but you can freely retrieve

books, almost all of the fields are covered,

books using OPAC in the library. About half

but the book collection structure empha-

Japanese composers, opera, folk music, etc.,

of the books are Western books and the

sizes humanities/social science and math-

with a focus on classical music.

point that these books are arranged on the

ematics. In particular, the library focuses on

shelves along with Japanese books is also a

English and American literature, linguistics,

feature of this library.

and materials on society, history, and

・Audio materials: The library has widely collected

・Video materials: There are also the records of
opera, ballet, folk music, and our college’s
concerts.

Tokyo University of
Foreign Studies Library

women’s issues in each country.

Tokyo Keizai University
Library

Musashino Art University
Museum & Library

3-11-1, Asahi-cho, Fuchu-shi,

1-7-34, Minami-cho, Kokubunji-shi,

1-736, Ogawa-cho, Kodaira-shi,

Tokyo183-8534, Japan

Tokyo 185-8502, Japan

Tokyo 187-8505, Japan

As a traditional university library of foreign

Tokyo Keizai University Library is an environ-

Musashino Art University Museum & Library

languages, linguistic data from regions

ment symbiotic library living in coexistence

consists of library, art museum, folk art

around the world has been stocked. Not

with the forest in Kokubunji Terrace and

gallery, and image library and is a Complex

only the language study/linguistics related

promoting CO2 saving. The library opened in

Facility of Knowledge that can be used by

materials but also humanities/social science

April 2014 and received the Good Design

interrelating diverse groups of materials. The

fields are widely targeted for collection.

Award in fiscal 2014. The numbers of books

library has mainly the specialized books and

Most of the materials are collectively

that can be stored in the library are 420,000 on

magazines in the fields of art, design, archi-

arranged on the shelves according to

the open-stack floor and 450,000 in the auto-

tecture, and imaging arts. The library also

languages, which is also a feature of our

matic library and books are managed by the

provides distinctive learning support by

library. As the entire library is in the open-

IC tags. The book collection is mainly special-

installing equipment that displays related

stack system, we would like you to freely go

ized books in the social sciences, such as

books and information on the related exhibi-

around the library and enjoy reading and

economy, business science, legal studies, and

tion simply by passing the book over the

picking up not only the materials you are

communication, which account for about half

equipment (Book Touch) and masterpiece

looking for but also the materials in various

of the collection, but materials in other fields,

chairs that you can actually sit on.

languages that you do not usually come in

magazines, newspapers, and electronic mate-

contact with.

rials are also widely collected.

